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Abstract 
Networks could be modeled as graphs, where nodes (or vertices) represent the objects and edges (or links) represent the 
interactions among these objects. The flexibility of networks to present numerous real world complicated systems, admitting 
those undergoing dynamic shifts of their structure, is establishing a raising concern in the field of their topological 
characteristics. The detection of dynamic community structure, that is, the organization of nodes into groups having 
numerous connections within the identical cluster and comparatively sparse connections among vertices of various 
communities is a serious problem. Automated dynamic approach is necessary to understand dynamic evolution of 
communities within the multimode network. In this paper, a generalized framework for dynamic evolution of communities 
within multimodal network is identified using genetic approach. This framework uses genetics based evolutionary approach 
for dynamic clustering effects of interacted modes and shows how attributes are taken for updating communities of one 
mode. The proposed approach evaluates how well the dynamic clusters can be constructed within the information by 
reducing the temporal cost, which evaluates the distance among two clustering at succeeding time steps. Simulation results 
signify the benefits of the proposed dynamic approach in both synthetic and the real life networks with the capacity of the 
multi-objective genetic method to properly determine evolutionary communities with solutions aggressive. 
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1. Introduction 
The flexibility of networks to present numerous real world complicated systems, admitting those undergoing 
dynamic shifts of their structure, is establishing a raising concern in the field of their topological characteristics. 
Networks were modeled like graphs, where nodes present independent objects and the edges stand for 
interactions between these objects. Specifically, one kind of actors (nodes) is present in a network and also the 
connections (interactions) between actors are of similar nature. This can be general for friendship networks and 
also mobile networks. Lately, increasing utilizations like web mining, collaborative filtering and online targeted 
marketing demand more than one kind of entities. Between them are various kinds of interaction. This type of 
network is named multimode network where individuals in a network interact with one another and replace data 
by making communities.  
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The detection of community structure, that is, the organization of nodes into groups having numerous 
connections within the identical cluster and comparatively sparse connections among vertices of various 
communities, could be an essential study subject in the field of complicated networks. A significant viewpoint 
to examine in networks is their dynamic behavior, specifically, the evolutions they are going throughout over 
time. 
 
Evolutionary clustering groups information coming at several time steps to develop a series of clustering by 
presenting a model named as temporal smoothness. This model considers that sudden alterations of clustering in 
a less time duration aren’t preferable; therefore it modifies every community over time. Modification is 
accomplished by trading-off among two dissimilar standards. The first one is community quality, where the 
clustering they reflect as exactly like feasible the information coming throughout the current time step. While 
the second, addressed the cluster cost, in which the clustering that does not significantly shift from one time step 
to the consecutive one. 
 
In a multimode network, actors of various modes (clusters) will evolve differently. For example, in the prior 
academia instance, interactions between various modes alter every year. Inside the network, researchers may 
hide off their individual research concerns, and also the “hot” subjects of the area might be modifying too, 
whereas communities of mode “journals/conferences” incline to be constant. However two locations might in 
addition link because of the subject change. For example, social network analysis connects researchers from 
various areas latterly, hence making those journals on social sciences further linked to magazines focusing on 
data mining. 
 
Presenting heterogeneous entities with dynamic interactions, finding evolving groups may result in a 
obvious realizing of interaction between different modes also as long-term evolution patterns. This could profit 
visualization of a complicated network with heterogeneous entities and interactions, assist decision making in 
several fields, and indicate an occasion alarm if unwanted evolution patterns are noticed in the previous level. 
Though, the trouble of finding community evolution goes difficult in dynamic multimode networks as the 
evolutions of various modes get connected similarly different modes present identifiable evolution models. A 
dynamic multimode network comprises of a serial of network snapshots. The objective is to determine how a 
community evolves. This paper suggests, a multi-objective approach, referred as Evolutionary Multi-objective 
Genetic Algorithm, to find communities in dynamic networks by using genetic algorithms [1]. 
 
The detection of community structure with the temporal smoothness, actually, may be produced like a multi-
objective optimization difficulty. The first aim of the proposed system is the maximization of the snapshot 
quality, which evaluates how well the clustering found presents the information at the present time. While the 
second aim, is to reduce the temporal cost, which evaluates the distance among the two clustering at succeeding 
time steps. In this framework, a regularization term is included to speculate the result of temporal modification. 
It presented that clustering effects of interacted modes and neighboring timestamps could be taken as attributes 
for updating communities of one mode. This can be a new manner of joining dynamic multimode network 
analysis to conventional attribute-based data mining. An iterative algorithm that doesn’t experience from 
hardware constraints still with tens of thousands actors, is given to obtain a best result of the framework. 
 
The paper is organized as follows in first section, the concept of multimode dynamic network is delineated 
and also the evolutionary clustering difficulty is described. The second section provides the details on problem 
formulation while the third section describes about the genetic approach. Then the forth section formulates the 
community detection trouble in dynamic multimode networks as a Regularized Multimode Clustering using 
Genetic Programming (RMCGP). And then depicts the technique where the genetic representation is taken and 
also the variation operators utilized. Finally some concluding remarks are given in the last section. 
2. Problem formulations 
To extract communities in a multimode network, the model given in [2] is followed. Consider an m-mode 
network with m kinds of actors m&&& ,,, 21  , the objective is to determine how the latent community of every 
mode evolves. Table 1 gives the symbols and its denotations. Let {1, . . . ,T } represent the finite set of time 
steps and V = {1, . . . , n} represent the set of individuals or objects. A static network Nt at time t is referred to as 
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a graph   ttt EVG ,  where Vt can be a set of objects, named as nodes or vertices, and Et might be the set of 
links, addressed as edges, that link two elements of Vt at time t. Therefore Gt is the graph presenting a snapshot 
of the network Nt at time t. VV t   represent a subset of individuals V at time t.  
 
An edge   ttt Evu ,  if individuals u and v have interacted at time t. A community (as well addressed as 
cluster or module) in a static network Nt can be a group of vertices tti VV   having a high density of edges 
within the group and also the low density of edges with the leftover nodes ( ti
t VV ). Let C
t be the sub-graph 
comprising a community. A clustering or community structure, ^ `tktt CCCR ,1  of a network Nt at time t be a 
partitioning of G t in groups of nodes such that for every couple of communities tiC and 0,   tjtittj VVCRC  .  
 
A dynamic network is a collection of ^ `TNNN ,,1  of static networks, where each Nt represent a snapshot 
of individuals and has links between these individuals at time t. 
 
Table 1. Symbols and denotations 
Symbol Denotation 
m number of groups 
ni number of actors at groupi 
i&  entities at groupi 
 tiC ,  the interaction between two cluster groupi and j at time t 
ki number of latent groups of mode i 
 tiCm ,  the community indicator matrix of cluster groupi at time t 
t
jiA ,  group interaction density between groupi and j 
iCR  Cluster Group I represent multiple group 
 
Given a static network Nt, a multi-objective evolutionary clustering difficulty  hFFF ,,,, 21 :  can be 
delineated as  
  : tti CRtosubjecthiCRF ,,1,min  .      (1) 
where ^ `tkt CRCR ,,1  :  could be the set of possible clustering of Nt at time stamp t and ^ `hFFFF ,,, 21   
presents a set of h single criterion functions. Let RFi o::  be the dissimilar objective function which defines 
the feasibleness of the clustering acquired. As F can be a vector of competing objectives that should be 
concurrently optimized, there had not be a one unique result to the difficulty, however a set of results are seen 
over the usage of Pareto optimality theory [3]. Given two results 1CR and :2CR , result 1CR  is called as 
dominate result 2CR , referred to as 21 CRCR % , if and solely if 
       2121 ..: CRFCRFtsiCRFCRFi iiii d .   (2) 
In the subsequent section, a multi-objective evolutionary community detection approach is proposed, which 
attempts to optimize both the snapshot cost and also the temporal cost without the demand to define the control 
parameterD . The results taken on the Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization difficulty can comprise 
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the optimal compromise fulfilling both the snapshot and the temporal costs [4]. 
3. Genetic algorithm 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a form of adaptive common function research techniques motivated by natural 
evolution suggested by Holland [5] in the early 1970s as computer programs that model the evolution procedure 
in nature. A general GA develops a constant-size population of individuals (named chromosomes) by utilizing 
the genetic operators of reproduction, crossover and mutation. Every chromosome consists of a number of 
genes and presents the candidate result to the presented difficulty. An individual is related with the fitness value 
which reflects how good it’s, with regard to the other results in the population. Reproduction operator replicates 
elements of the current population into the next generation with a chosen scheme. Crossover yields two new 
chromosomes by crossing two elements of the population. Mutation arbitrarily changes genes of individuals. 
3.1. Objective functions 
Let ^ `tktt CCCR ,1  represent a clustering of a network  ttt EVG ,  at time t with n nodes and the m 
edges, Ct a cluster having ns nodes and ms edges,   ^ `ts Cvvum   be the number of nodes in Ct linked with u, 
 ^ `tts CvCuvuc  ,,  be the number of edges on the boundary of Ct, ls the total number of edges joining 
vertices within the module tsC , and ds the sum of the degrees of the nodes of
t
sC . 
 
The scores that taken are conductance (CO) [6], normalized cut (NC) [7], and community score (CS) [8]. 
They are defined as follows: 
¦
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CS evaluates the fraction of internal edges of every cluster per nodes. 
4. Regularized multimode clustering using genetic programming 
To seize evolving groups in dynamic multimode networks, F1 as objective function [9] has to be solved. Let 
as demonstrate that a closed-form result stays for t jiA , and
 tiC , , if other variables were fixed. Then the 
algorithm has been represented in an attribute view for simple comprehension and extension.  
    tjt jiTtit ji CRCA ,,,,    Where     Ttjt jitit ji CACR ,,,, |               (6) 
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As 
2
, F
t
jiR  in (6) and ki are constants, it will translate F2 into the succeeding objective: 
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While using  tjC , and  1, rtiC ,  tiC , the top left singular vectors of the matrix tiP concatenated by the succeeding 
matrices in column-wise is given as: 
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4.1. Genetic representation 
The given clustering algorithm utilizes the locus-based adjacency representation [10], taken in [11] for data 
clustering and in [12] for community detection in static networks. In this graph-based representation, an 
individual of the population comprises of n genes g1,…,gn, where n is the number of nodes. Every gene may 
have a value j in the range {1, . . . ,n}. Genes stand for nodes of the graph G = (V, E) models a network N, and 
also the value j allotted to the i-th gene is considered like a join among the nodes i and j of V. This implies that 
in the clustering result acquired, i and j would be in the similar cluster. A decoding procedure, though, is 
essential to distinguish all components of the identical graph. The nodes involved within the corresponding 
component are allotted to one cluster. Every couple (i, gi) is an edge belongs to one of the components of the 
graph G. Components may be expeditiously acquired by utilizing a disjoint-set data structure [13] which 
preserves a collection of disjoint dynamic sets, where every set is described by one of its members, known as 
representative. 
4.2. Initialization 
A population of random individuals can be established by specifying that for every node i, the value of gi is 
arbitrarily selected between one of its adjacent nodes j. This implies that the edge (i, j) endures. 
 
Input: Given a dynamic network ^ `TNNN ,,1  , the series of graphs ^ `TGGg ,,1  models it and the number 
T of time steps. And CR similar to C then 
Output: A clustering for every network Ni of N with Eigen Values tiP  
Method: Execute the succeeding steps: 
1 Generate an initial clustering ^ `1111 ,, kCCCR   of the network N1 with no smoothing by 
optimizing solely the first objective; 
2 fort = 2 to T 
3 Create a population of random individuals whose length is equivalent to the number tVn   of 
nodes of Gt;  
4 while termination condition has not fulfilled do 
5 Decode every individual ^ `nggI ,,1  of the population to establish the partitioning ^ `tktt CCCR ,,1   of the graph Gt in k linked components; 
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6 Evaluate the two fitness values of the translated individuals; 
7 Assign a rank to every individual and also sort them corresponding to non-domination rank; 
8 Create a novel population of offspring by using the variation operators using Eigen 
Information; 
9 Combine the parents and offspring into a novel pool and partition it into fronts; 
10 Select points on the lower front (with lower rank) and then use the variation operators on them 
to produce the next population; 
11 end while 
12 return the result ^ `tktt CCCR ,,1   of the Pareto front holding the maximum modularity value; 
13 end for 
 
4.3. Uniform crossover 
For the presented two parents, a random binary mask can be produced. Uniform crossover (see Table 2) 
chooses the genes where the mask be 0 from the first parent and the genes where the mask may be 1 from the 
second parent and then merges the genes to make the child. The child at every location i comprise a value j 
descending from one of the two parents. Therefore uniform crossover preserves node links in the child 
individual as the edge (i, j) endures. 
 
Table 2. Example of uniform crossover [4] 
Parent1: 4 3 2 2 6 5 6 
Parent2: 3 3 1 5 4 7 6 
Mask: 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Offspring 4 3 1 2 6 7 6 
4.4. Mutation 
The mutation operator, for every node i arbitrarily alter the value of gi with one of the neighbors of I is 
defined. This mutation assures the generation of a mutated child in which every node will be connected solely 
with one of its neighbors. Fascinatingly, the algorithm is considered in an attribute view and every step to 
update  tiCm ,  as the group of clusters that represents to a procedure of latent semantic analysis (LSA). The 
updation in objective function (1) is given below which can be used for processing. 
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Regularized Multi-Mode Clustering using Genetics algorithm 
 
Input: R, ki,  jiaw , ,
 i
bw ; 
Output:  tiidx , ,  tiCm , , t jiA , . 
1Generate initial cluster indicator matrix  tiCm , . 
2 Repeat 
3For t = 1 : T, i = 1 : m 
4 shrink / expand  1, rtiC if necessary; 
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5 calculate tiP  (or tiM ); 
6 calculate Evolutionary GA (genetic Algorithm) of tiP  (or eigenvectors of
t
iM ); 
7 update a  tiCR , s top left singular (Eigen) vectors; 
8 Until the relative change of the objective (F3) Hd . 
9   calculate t jiA , as in (6); 
10 calculate the cluster  tiidx , with k-means on  tiCm , . 
 
5. Experimental results 
This paper applies evolutionary dynamic clustering to the grouped dataset before the classification process, 
with the plan of inquiring how the classifier would respond to a dynamic evolving data groups. Enron email 
data set [4] is used to check the performance of the proposed system. Enron email data publicly released as part 
of FERC's (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) Western Energy Markets investigation converted to 
industry standard formats by EDRM(Electronic Difference Reference Model) The data set consists of 1,227,255 
emails along with 493,384 attachments  which covers 151 custodians. To testify the time complexity of 
proposed system, 2500 emails data set are used for execution. 
 
The data is masked into subset with defined small scale aggregation approach thus making a secure system 
than a normal system. It found that essential statistical characteristics were kept identical for both original and 
behavior model is derived for the system processing, an essential requirement to publish privatized data sets 
which can be tested for further privacy mode. 
 
Fig. 1. The performance of the proposed system compared to the previous system in different noise levels 
The mean, standard deviation and variance of the original and differential privacy datasets remain the same. 
There is a strong positive covariance of 106.8 among the two datasets which meaning is that they grow 
simultaneously.  
 
Figure 1 represents the performance of the system at different noise level to previous algorithm and shows 
the proposed system gives better classification and clustering to the system making the proposed system to be 
more efficient as genetic algorithm improvises the system.  
 
The synthetic considered for processing consists of 128 nodes divided into four communities of 32 nodes 
each. Every node has a fixed average degree, and shares a number n of links with the nodes not belonging to its 
community. Increasing of n augments will increase the noise level of the network. The Figure 2 presents median 
and standard deviation based information of the system and shows the evolving GA outperforms than the 
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previous system making the proposed system ideal for dynamic clustering process. Figure 3 shows Error rate 
based information of the parents as regularized of the proposed system with genetic parents based information 
for processing. 
  
Fig. 2. Probability plot of the parents as regularized of the proposed system with genetic parents based information for processing 
  
Fig. 3. Error rate based information of the parents as regularized of the proposed system with genetic parents based information for 
processing 
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Fig. 4. Error Rate of the synthetic data set obtained by adding some extra information Enron Dataset with reduced data communities 
Figure 4 shows the performance of the proposed system which also implies that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms than the available predefined system, and the error rates are very low compared to the previous 
system. The proposed system is efficient and capable of handling the complications with reduced error 
information and processing. Comparison shows that the proposed dynamic group system be better efficient then 
the state-of-art-algorithm for processing. 
 
Experimental results on synthetic data sets showed the good performance of our approach compared with 
other state-of-the-art methods. It is better to state that genetic algorithms, compared with traditional 
optimization algorithms, require high execution time to define a generalized classification which is used as 
codebook option for clustering approach. Experiments showed that increasing population size and number of 
generations produces a positively influence on the accuracy of the method. 
6. Conclusion 
A multi-objective method based on evolving genetic algorithms for communities identification in dynamic 
networks has been designed which uses a temporally regularized multimode clustering algorithm to identify 
evolving groups in dynamic multimode networks. The evolving GA provides the solution for dynamic groups 
representing the best trade-off between the accuracy of the clustering obtained with respect to the data at the 
current time limits. The proposed approach is guaranteed to provide dynamic converge to a local optimal 
solution based on improvised genetic clustering model with reduce error rate while Processing. The proposed 
approach demonstrated that the dynamic evolving group algorithm tends to find more accurate community 
structures and evolutions given a sequence of network snapshots. It was also find that genetic algorithms, 
compared with traditional optimization algorithms, sensibly high execution time to generate a dynamically 
efficient solution. Experiments also provides that increasing population group size p and number of generations 
group cluster generation produces a positively influence on the accuracy of the method. Reduction in the error 
rate with reduced data communities will confirms the overall performance of the system. In future, the impact 
of machine learning has to be tested on the synthetic data set. The study will also include the type of machine 
learning that will be suitable for different data types. 
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